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Gerrald-to speak into.
Gerrald ordered a double scotch and killed it in one gulp within a single
second after the bartender brought it to him. He turned to Paul and boomed
out, "You interested in space travel?"
Unprepared for such a question, Paul shot a confused glance at Gerrald, then nodded his head. "Yeah. I guess so. "
"Hey, that's great. I've just built a spaceship, and I want someone to
test it with me."
Paul's eyes narrowed at the well-dressed man. " Oh, really, " he replied
nonchalantly.
"Yeah," Gerrald rumbled excitedly. "I've spent several years on it, not
to mention a ton of cash." He told Paul of all the things the ship contained,
how he had built it, and how he wanted to try it out now. After a lengthy
discussion about the ship, Gerrald convinced Paul to see it for himself. Gerrald paid for their drinks before they left the bar. They took a cab to an old
moving and storage building, and trotted down an alley that ran alongside
it. The pair stopped at a garage at the end of the alley. Gerrald fumbled
with his keys, found the one that opened the side door, and the two men
went inside. Fifteen minutes later they emerged wearing white jumpsuits,
black boots, and black caps. Paul had decided to comply with Gerrald's idea
of wearing the jumpsuits around the spaceship, mainly because he had
nothing else to do; plus playing spaceman was fun. He chuckled softly.
They went to a nearby liquor store where Gerrald bought six fifths of
some rot-gut whiskey; Paul bought three cases of beer, a small styrofoam
cooler, and two bags of ice. Gerrald and Paul returned to the garage, entering this time through a door in the back. They descended a spiral staircase
that led to the center of the spaceship. Gerrald stepped off the staircase,
and it rose upward through a hole in the yellow ceiling. A round plate closed
over the hole and locked itself with a hiss.
"Sit down and strap in," Gerrald instructed Paul. "We're lifting off in a
few seconds."
Paul complied by plopping down into a chair and starting on a can of
beer. He did not see Gerrald remove a box from his jumpsuit, nor could he
see the results of the small earthquake that was caused as Gerrald ignited
the ship's engines. Paul's body trembled involuntarily as loud hums
bounced throughout the interior. Explosions circulated throngs of pain
through his head. He was pinned back to his chair as Gerrald's spaceship
shot toward the sky; pressure from the acceleration squashed his lungs and
pounding heart. His skin stretched to the point of tearing; he was drenched
in sweat. Just as he screamed, there was another explosion that echoed like
a thunderclap. He blacked out. He awakened minutes later, still in the little
spaceship, but miles and miles from Earth.
Paul heard a yawn and looked over to see Gerrald, who was now standing up, his head almost touching the pale yellow ceiling. Gerrald clapped his
powerful hands and rubbed them together saying, "Well, let's get down to
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the business at hand, shall we?" His big voice rebounded off the walls.
Quickly, but sloppily, Paul straightened himself in the chair. "First,"
he said, holding up a finger, "how about some answers to some very simple
questions."
"Sure, shoot."
He took a swig of beer. "Where are we going, why are we going, and
how are we getting there?"
errald ,miled ,nd began to p'''' the ,oom. "Okay. I'll happily
announce first that we are forty-four thousand five hundred
miles away from Mother Earth. Now, for your last question,
this ship is powered by laser pulsation engines of my own
design and build. Tiny bursts of lasers are all focused on a
single nuclear conversion unit that turns the laser bursts into regular thrust.
"When we complete our primary mission, I'll take us from our present
orbit of the Earth, kick in those engines, and we'll disappear into deep
space."
Paul nodded. "So, what's the primary mission?"
"You'll find out later." Gerrald stopped pacing and studied the confused and frustrated Paul.
"If we're in space," Paul asked, "how come we still have gravity?"
"Simple," was Gerrald's reply. "Gravitational gyros under the floor.
They spin in place so we stay in place."
Paul knew that he was getting no real definite answers from the scientist, especially to his questions about the primary mission. He decided that
he would have to sacrifice himself to Gerrald to get some answers.
"Okay," Paul said. "Since you're basically alone on this voyage you
need some kind of crew, right?"
Gerrald shrugged. "Yeah, I guess so."
Suddenly Paul snapped up from his seat, saluted sarcastically, and announced, "I hereby offer my services as crew, Captain Dover!"
A hearty laugh came from Gerrald. "All right, all right, you can be my
crew."
"Great," Paul exclaimed. Then he sat down. "Now, how about letting
your crew know everything about the primary mission and anything else up
your sleeve." He drank some of his beer and smiled triumphantly.
Gerrald knew that Paul was going to draw the truth from him sooner or
later now that he was a crewman on their voyage. He slowly walked over to
Paul, stood over him like a redwood tree, then after a short silence spoke
quietly. "Do you know what my real name is?"
Paul groaned. "Come on man, what is this bull? You tell me that you're
on some kinda mission, and now I guess that you'll tell me you're not really
from Earth-"
"No," Gerrald said loudly. "That's not it at all." He turned away from
Paul, walked to the other side of the ship, and said, "Again, do you know
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what my real name is?"
"I guess it's Gerrald Dover."
"Correct. But you don't know my middle name, do you? That's the key
to my real name."
"Well, damnit, what is it!"
Gerrald turned to face Paul. His posture was still; his chest jutted out
boldly. His head was lifted toward the ceiling as if he were imitating a
statue. With his deepest voice he said, "It's... it's ... Oscar!"
Paul burst into a loud, hearty laugh, the kind that gives a person
stomach cramps within seconds. He couldn't believe that Gerrald had made
such a big point about being called Oscar. "I don't believe you," he spat
during his laughter. "You're making such a big deal about being .called
Oscar-but wait, wait, I know what you mean." His laughter quickly
vanished. He put on a serious face. "I know how you space guys do it, your
real name is Oscar spelled backwards so you can sound like your're from
another planet. So that means your name is ... " He paused to spell Oscar
backwards inside his head. "Your real name is ... Racso!"
He burst into another fit of laughter and slid deeper into his chair.
"No!" Gerrald barked. "That's not it at all!" He strode over to Paul,
who was trying to contain more violent laughter as Gerrald approached.
"Think about it, Gerrald Oscar Dover, G-O-D. What does that spell?"
Paul snickered and in mock amazement said, "God?" He laughed
again.
"Yes!" Gerrald shouted. "I am he, he who can create anything, and
now I must perform my primary mission!" He dug inside his jumpsuit
pocket and withdrew a long black box.
"Hey, I can do that," Paul said with false wonder. "I can pull things
from my suit. Does that mean I can be God, too?"
"Fool," he boomed. "Why do you mock me? Why do you taunt me
when you know that I have the key to destruction!" He indicated the box.
"I can create anything. Now, I shall destroy one of my measliest
creations! "
h.,. was a ten'" mom.nt of ..nence between the two. Paul
stared blankly at Gerrald/God; Gerrald/God stared at Paul.
With a quivering voice Paul said, "Gerrald... sir... why don't
we go back to Earth, huh? Let's go back to the bar, get
plastered and talk this thing over. Man, you're scaring the crap
right out of me."
Gerrald acted uninterested. "This box," he said icily, "controls, among
other things, a device that I have planted within the center. of the Earth."
He touched a red switch on the box. "This activates the device which will
increase the outward pressure rather quickly until the planet's crust can no
longer bear it."
"Wh-when will all of this happen," Paul whispered feebly.
Another tense moment ensued between them; Paul could feel the hot
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sensations of a disaster soon to take place. " Now," Gerrald laughed harshly. He raised the box, pointed it toward Paul's window, then pressed the
switch. The blue-green sphere known as Earth exploded in a blinding blaze
of orange and red light accompanied by no sound. Clods of the former
planet dispersed out into space.
.
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aul
rolled
n"",.thehis
buried
hi.end
hand.
The
Earth
was outo
gone;the
it was
endface
of his
home,inthe
of cities,
trees, flowers. Most of all it was the end of people. It was
useless to wonder what everyone on Earth was doing when
Gerrald pressed the switch. It was all gone; nothing could be
done. Tremors shot through his body as he turned to look at
Gerrald: the man who killed the Earth. Even if he was God-a selfproclaimed God-he was still a murderer.
"Why," said Paul as he trembled. "Man, why? You're no God, man.
You're insane." He leaped up from the floor and with a scream of anguish
hurled himself at Gerrald.
Unmindful of Paul's attack, Gerrald pressed another switch on his
black box. Paul stopped abruptly; his back arched deeply. He felt a thousand icy arrows penetrating his spine. His vision blackened, his heart
halted. A final gasp of air escaped his lungs; he fell to the floor, dead.
Gerrald pressed the switch again and watched as Paul's body began to
rot. He watched the skin shrink and turn gray, the hair turn white, the nails
grow, the soggy eyes roll back into the skull. Finally, there was nothing left
of Gerrald's crewman but a skeleton in a white jumpsuit.
With his primary mission over, Gerrald prepared to leave that part of
the galaxy. He stood motionless in the center of the ship, feeling isolated,
alone.
But he didn't feel alone for long; something pulled at him, screamed at
him, trying to make him aware of its presence. It made him feel as if he was
being chased. He stared down at Paul's skeleton, which had an eerie grin
frozen on it. He suddenly heard his former crewman's hard laughter. With
shivers running through him, he ran to one of the ship's windows. What he
saw caused fear to invade him.
The dirty sphere of the Moon was barrelling toward him with unrelenting speed. It had broken free from its orbit when the Earth was destroyed.
In a hasty, completely stupid movement he turned his ship toward the
Moon by using his black box. The laser engines cut in with a loud hum. At
the very moment of thrust, Gerrald realized that his ship would soon crash
into the oncoming spheroid; however, he was much too late.
There were no screams, no shouts, no noise at all when the ship met the
satellite; only a microscopic smudge marked the demise of God. Afterward,
the force of the ship's impact caused the Moon to break apart into large
chunks that later floated out through space.
The Earth, the Moon, God, and his crew were all gone.
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POETRY

When he was young,
he sat bundled in frosty air,
his breath in smoke plumes,
gazing into the diamond fire
of a December sky,
waving his small telescope
like a magic wand
into the heart of Andromeda, home of a billion suns
aiming for the delicate green-and-gold of the Ring Nebula
and the ice blue and white of the Pleides' infant suns_
Now he is older,
he sits in a console chair,
and squints at a green-glowing display screen
while outside a mile-wide radar dish
gathers beeps, chirps, and whistles,
the music of X-ray stars and beats'of galactic hearts,
too dim for human eyes_
He walks pathways among the stars
talking to the cosmos
in a language far removed from his own,
for though he may never be answered,
he aims forever at crystalline galaxies
eons distant in time.
Sighing at his mortality,
he goes back to work.
- J anet Rose Swetnam
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POETRY
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Blind,

11 p.m. awake, alone, up
and making herb tea to calm.
No one seems close to me tonight.
Family or friends are not convenient.
And neither can (nor would)
embrace me now.
I wonder if it would be
different
if a man slept
in the bed with me,
or would he only be upset
when the lights came on
and I began
fixing tea.
Is it obvious to others
how alone I feel?
This opossum scatters my garbage,
strews it all out
for my neighbors to see
my life in refuse.
This overhead light scatters my isolation
in different directions.
I have no shades to pull.
-Cynthia Howton

POETRY
laJft&

Thought

Leaving the stands in rain
we pause
to glance over
our homecoming float
Red splashes on
green splashes on
white
crepe paper bleeds
in the drizzle
Crimson pompoms
droop
pink
dribble pale magenta strings
of ink-water
to the mud
Sagging grey
crinkled-crepe streamers
limply hug
a slumping
skeleton
of wire
-Ron Mohring
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tandMd Op...ating Procedure

Remember
you must do it with skill
Always
wear the mask
Never falter
Never flinch
Be quick
Be precise
Give
just enough
Soon he'll forget
and he'll sleep
Then you can squeeze
slowly in
drilling
probing
sifting
until at last
you find it
That is where
you cannot slip
Cut quickly
and pull out
The true satisfaction
comes when he wakes
and you tell him
you got it
-Ron Mohring

POETRY

t

he Preppy Condition

Alligators everywhere,
Madras hair-band in her hair,
Carroll Reed and Lil Bean,
She's the classic preppy fiend!
Top-siders on her feet,
Her BMW's on the street.
Ralph Lauren and Izod, too,
Kelly green and navY blue.
Preppy this and preppy that,
She even wears a preppy hat!
Against this girl I have no grudge;
I'll let time be the judge.
Like Disco Duck and leisure suits,
Hula hoops and cowboy boots,
The time will come soon enough
when she will tire of preppy stuff.
She'll usher in a whole new fad.
It may be good; it may be bad.
But it will happen, mark my word,
And will be even more absurd!

-Tom Elfers
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POETRY

Stand in line
by the first letter of last name.
Wait till you reach the front
only to receive cards of different colors.
Proceed.
"Do you need to make changes?
Upstairs please."
"No changes?
Step inside."
Find a seat at a table
to fill in the same information
you filled in the last time,
and the time before that.
Go to the terminals where they
punch some buttons.
Then to the next room
where the real fun begins.
First, find out where you live
and get a figure in red ink.
Register your car.
"What is your license plate number?"
"Would you like to buy insurance?"
Then to the line where they add up the cost
from there to the line where you pick up your checks.
"Oh No! You mean my loan hasn't come yet?"

POETRY

Still another linepennission to get in debt.
Promissory notedue in thirty dayssign on the dotted line.
Still more waiting until
the money is taken,
don't forget your receipt.
Follow the arrows.
"Have a seat. Now smile."
Smile! You must be joking!
Wait for the card
that says you're a student.
Step outside"Would you like to subscribe to the Herald?"
"What about the Courier-.loumal?"
"I know you want a calendaronly a dollar fifty."
Registration: "an act or the fact of registering."
Webster.
_ Kimberlie Staton
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POETRY

Sitting among the piles of unraked September grass,
I watch tops of trees flicker with fire.
Hell's smoke drifts from the grass,
and I want my body to stay and wait,
to be consumed with the leaves.
I envy their escape
because I am just as ready to turn and fall
as they are.
.
My colors have burnt out, and I don't want to be saved.
The season must be dry,
and I must change outwardly too ...
flame into bright happy colors,
then fade from view,
while the lawn mowers lovingly brush
the grass.
-Cynthia Howton

POETRY

The match is a miniature flower: a tiny white-tipped
red bud atop a wooden stem.
The bud's blossoming lasts only seconds. Orange petals
that one is hesitant to touch flutter in a breeze.
Unlike sunflowers, which strive for the sun, this
small flower bends its energies toward Earth.
The petals fold in on themselves, or wind scatters
them. Only a withered black stalk remains, which is quickly
discarded.
-Mark Cunningham
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it is windy
my door makes
restless sounds
all day
tonight
when you call
i run
all the way
you tell about
the broken engagement
and mention things
you want for someday:
a wife
a home
a family

you ask something
i cannot hear
i am listening
to the wind
sweep past
the open window
eyes closed
i steel myself
to say it
(when it's time for you
to go will you please
just go)
across the darkness
i force my body
not to tremble
the silence

i am not
on the list

breaks
when you say you will
-Ron Mohring

POETRY
kentucky Hills Are Like a Woman

Kentucky hills in autumn sun
Are like a woman tanned
In honey colors, softly spun
In leaves upon the land.
She slumbers in the heart of dreams
Where mellow sunlight slips
With sweetness of its golden streams
To press upon her lips.
Just for a while, she'll linger there
Where nothing ever blooms,
Until the snowflakes in the air
Fill up her winter rooms.
Until the peace of silent rest
Falls soft upon her eye,
A snow-white blanket on her breast
Beneath a seamless sky.
-Jeanette Stone
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Year 3238

arrakurum
ul Khalid
guided
hi, cameHnto
of
Khaudafis,
his heart
singing
with joy!the
Henarrow'''''''''
had just endured two seasons in the cold, grassy steppes far to the north
with nothing but camels and dung-eating Nasarany for company; now he was back among humans. Not that it was dull
in those cool, green hills. No, far from dull. Many strange and
horrible things had happened during his solitude.
Karrakurum had seen wolves for the first time, migrating down from
the forested north. He had watched in wonder as four of the great, shaggy,
black beasts dragged down and devoured an unlucky Nasarany female. The
creatures had been cold in their efficiency. Without malice, seeking only
food, they tore the flesh from the hapless female's bones. The creatures
reminded him of the tawny jackals that haunted his desert home.
One night during his stay in the steppes (where he grazed his camels in
the summer), he had been awakened by the hideous cries and harsh oaths of
the Nasarany. Their village lay just over the rise from Karrakurum's grazing land.
Karrakurum had risen from his bed to investigate. Stepping from his
tent he was dazzled by what appeared to be a star falling from its inky black
mounting.
The star blazed by him and in its thunderous wake singed
Karrakurum's beard and hair. Falling to his knees, he watched the burning,
glowing juggernaut crash into the center of the Nasarany village, erupting
like a fiery fountain hurling sand, wreckage, and bits of scorched flesh.
Many of the villagers died instantly, burned to ash or blasted to pieces; but
most were not so lucky!
When Karrakurum gained the rise above the village, bile rose to the
back of his throat as he saw the horror below. Flames were billowing above
the tree-tops. A rush of hot air caught and enveloped Karrakurum in a
clinging wave.
Piles of ashes lay where once the grim Nasarany had stood. Many
Nasarany staggered about with missing arms, skin, faces. Some were
scalded to the bone, and some thrashed on the ground engulfed in living
flame.
The horrid vision stirred deep pity in Karrakurum's heart. Even the
Nasarany deserved a quicker ending. He loosed his ever-present sword in
its scabbard and embarked across the dune, his grisly purpose burning in
his mind.
He moved among the wounded, doling out unsteady swordstrokes to
release the "poor wretches" from their vain suffering. He licked the sweat
from his upper lip. Planting his feet firmly in the sand, he prepared to
deliver a blow to a pitiful man crawling from the carnage dragging his entrails ten steps behind.
The sword of Karrakurum rose and fell many times in the night relieving much suffering till his senses were numb and he was near fainting.
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Karrakurum saw, rising from the flames, a boy; eyes turned up, ghostly
white. The boy's skin was scalded and blistered. His hands reached out as
he stumbled forward.
Karrakurum steadied himself for another sword stroke. As he swung,
black pools swirled before his eyes. The sand rushed up to slam him into unconsciousness. The unsteady sword-stroke rang soundly just right of its
mark catching the boy in the right side of the face and throat. The blind and
wounded youth desperately clutched at the sword's blade. Trying to
dislodge it from the boy's face was the last thing Karrakurum remembered
of that night.
When he awoke, he was lying in his tent surrounded by his fussing and
fretting Trangoan slaves, their large eyes rolling as Karrakurum related his
tale.
.
He tried within the next few days to find the young boy's body and
make sure he had, in fact, slain him. All that could be found was a single set
of footprints heading far into the heart of the desert only to abruptly end.
Karrakurum would soon forget what he had done in the last weeks. He
would go to the Inn of Khan Bin Ratha and drown his mind in liquor, or to
the Lotus House where he could drift away on the dream-vapors, or even
visit Oasa's Pleasure Palace and forget in other, more agreeable ways. One
way or another Karrakurum ul Khalid would forget.
Somewhere deep in the desert someone else would never forget!

Year 3263
Khaudafis, being a herder's city, was well aware of the arrival of an outsider. The women of the city were the first to see the stranger.
" Now he's no herder," remarked the pale, young concubine of a regional
governor of Zugdush. She sat beneath her tassled palanquin in the
marketplace, toying with an ivory-headed fly-swat and dreaming of the
wonderful summer to come on the cool sea of Aqueous.
"Neither does he come to trade," observed a sleek, ebony servant girl
from the country of Trango, as she laid aside her choice of melons.
All heads turned to the shimmering stretch of desert beyond the city's
gate. The people who glutted the narrowness of the market watched with interest as the wavering form came closer and gained more clarity. It
separated into man-on-horse where before it had more readily resembled
some great beast of legend-half human-half equine.
.
"He looks like a panther, a dirty starving panther'" laughed one of the
street trollops swaggering down the street for a closer look.
He was tall and gaunt, betraying a hard, lonely life.
Passing beneath the decaying stone gate, the rider was flanked by two
city guards. The first guard, sheathed in a hard leather tunic, stepped for-
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ward clutching the haft of his pike. The second guard, dressed in silk and
steel, remained slightly behind watching.
Slowly the stranger brought his hand up to the right side of his covered
throat and pressed two of his fingers into the covering. He spoke in a voice
that made both guards shiver.
"Where may I f-f-find Pref-f-fect Karrakurum ul Khalid?" His voice
was a harsh, rasping whisper.
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he first guaro looked IUm ove, ",,,,fully. He oould derive little
from the rider's appearance. The dark horse-man was cloaked all
in black. Masked. Covered completely. Only his eyes ... his
eyes! One eye was black, cold, sharp, and slanted; a Nasarany.
But the other eye! White, dead, bisected by a line of twisted
flesh.
(An unseen hand dropped to the carved hilt of a sword, masked by
heavy black robes.)
"You have business with ul Khalid?" the guard asked nervously under
the cold gaze of the Nasarany.
The second guard, startled suddenly from his contemplation, spoke:
"Shavid, perhaps we can just let him go by."
"I have urgent business-ss," the rider's inflectionless voice hissed.
"Just what is your business, Nasarany?" The guard had said it like a
curse.
"Shavid, please let him go by. I think.....
"Akim! I am surprised at you! It is our duty and responsiblity.....
"Shavid, he is .....
"Well, Nasarany? What is your business?"
Viper's hand moved beneath his cloak. Akim saw it, Shavid did not!
" ... it is Viper!" Akim screamed, raising his pike to attack.
Viper's sword sprang from under his black robes, sending Shavid's
head rolling into the dust of the street.
The body tumbled, headless, to the ground. Akim fled down the street,
his pike forgotten.
Though many people in the market had witnessed his act, Viper was
certain none would get involved save whatever other guards Akim could
rouse.
Slipping a hand inside his robe, Viper drew out a small curved throwing
blade barely the length of his finger. He flicked it up behind his ear and
threw it. The blade sang through the air (spinning, whirling) and burrowed
deep into the base of Akim's spine. Perhaps he would not die. Viper hoped
he wouldn't.
"Fools," he whispered.
Viper used his knees to guide the horse on. Crypt, the horse, was well
trained and knew the subtle commands of his master.
Viper guided the horse through the woven back-streets and alleys.
Khaudafis was old. Far older than the inhabitants suspected. It was built
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long before the fore-fathers of the present Khaudafians had come from the
trees to stand erect or to pick up the first sharp stick to till the ground.
The ride was tense. A night creature, Viper shunned the daylight and
avoided it when possible. Now he had no choice. Through the constricting
streets he saw the object of his journey.
"Rat's Den" his people called it-an apt name. A stone arch marked the
beginning of the den which ended far to the north in shattered ruins.
Viper commanded his horse forward entering the arch and leaving
behind the world of light. Beyond the arch and well into the maze of winding alleys, he rode among the nightmarish shadows. This was his element,
his world, and he knew it.
Crypt would be a hindrance here, but he could not afford the loss of a
good horse. Before his "business" could commence, Viper would haunt the
old haunts again. He would visit the places from his past.
The "Rat's Den" was the perfect place for Viper's kind. No city guard
was foolish enough to venture into the serpentine passages. Here, they were
the invaders.
Picking his way carefully around pools of sewage and piles of refuse,
Viper moved as though the trails were well marked. Survival required one
to know this place and know it well.
He followed the trails to a larger avenue which, upon first examination,
appeared no different than any other of the insanely angled roads.
Viper dismounted at the entrance of the passage. The ground here was
solid, undisturbed, and easily traveled. This particular avenue was wide.
Standing on either side of the thousand-pace avenue were a hundred great
stone gargoyles posed blackly in obscene gestures. Their unblinking, unmoving eyes kept a silent vigil on the stygian road-way.
Viper moved forward, a shadow among shadows, his eyes piercing and
searching. The secret must remain his alone!
He moved quietly down the avenue, pausing here and there to allow his
fingers to search the faces of the gargoyles. Finally finding the impression
familiar to him from years before, he placed a shoulder against the massive
carved stone.
At first it was solid and unmoving. Then slowly it yielded to the grim
strength of Viper's back and leg muscles. The ugly statue moved slowly,
painfully until it revealed a gaping hole and a flight of broad, worn steps
leading down into a deep sea of shadows.
As lithe as the horse had appeared, it was clumsily clopping its way into the pit-like entrance. The worn, dust-covered stone steps were impossible
to navigate but eventually conquered. There were many chambers here,
deep in the earth. Viper had never had time to search them all.
Crypt would be safe here in this vault of stone. Now Viper could move
unhindered, in the fashion to which he was accustomed.
Searching for invisible hand and toe holds, he slithered up the smooth
stone wall, quickly, without pause, crouching on the lip of the roof. Seeing
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no one else above, Viper moved quickly, quietly.
He could have sought Karrakurum ul Khalid, but that would have
taken more time than he wished. Viper would find his old friend Rahad who
knew much about the political affairs of Khaudafis and would know where
ul Khalid was.
Ahead of him, above all the other roofs, stood the "Three of Cups," the
tallest building in the "Rat's Den" and also the safest. The "Three of Cups"
was an inn which catered strictly to Viper's kind.
The innkeeper was once known as Ratha the Panther, but the result of
an accident rendered him sword-handless and forced him to rename himself
the Hook. Still as deadly as ever, he knew his career as an assassin was
over. To help his brothers, he opened the "Three of Cups" as a haven for
them.
Viper dropped lightly to the ground and stalked toward the inn door. It
had not changed on the outside. The blood-stained ritual post, the painted
sign, the armored wooden door. He hoped it had not changed on the inside.
The door opened easily to him as it was designed to do. (It was fitted with
counter weights to offset its great armored weight.) He entered.
The "Three of Cups" was illuminated by isolated pools of light, carefully angled toward the tops of the tables only, with none spilling onto the occupants. Total anonymity was one of the inn's attractions among the
assassins.
h"", wen few cu,tomer, this early, but Viper oould feel them,
see them, smell them. There were few, but they were there. He
made his way to the bar through the tables and pools of light,
watching his dim reflection in the high-gloss surface of the
black-lacquered bar's surface. Hook stood behind the bar. His
sharp eyes quickly identified Viper. Hook was nearly a head
shorter than Viper, and unlike Viper's slender frame, Hook's muscles lay in
great slabs across his arms and chest. From the stump of his right arm, he
supported a lethal-looking hook. His eyes sparkled darkly and friendly.
"It's been more seasons than I can or care to count since you have
walked in my door, Viper. I won't ask why you came back. I know whatever
the reason, it is troubled." Hook laughed good-heartedly. "How are you, my
friend?"
Viper felt uncomfortable, as ever, around Hook.
"F-F-Fine," whispered Viper.
"You'll want to see Skull and Rahad, no doubt." He nodded to a curtained doorway. "Skull's there, Rahad too, all of 'em, Viper ... you back to
stay?"
"Perhaps-s-s." Viper turned abruptly, hoping to ease the uncomfortable feelings Hook inflicted on him, and walked to the exit. He thrust the
curtain aside and slid into the exit, gliding up the narrow stairway beyond.
At the top of the stairs was an open doorway which he entered.
The room was as large as a cavern. The only light in the room came
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from a glowing brazier of coals, lit to stave off the chill of the stone walls; its
reddish light glittered from eyes, sword, and wine goblets. As Viper walked
to the center of the room, he was engulfed in a cloud of opiated smoke. He
stood looking at the others. Slowly he raised his right arm, allowing his
sleeve to drop back to reveal his wrist and hand.
ong .go, out of .nyone', memmy, all the ."."ins gath.".,j
together in a single group to end disputes and rivalries and to
bring brotherhood and safety to the Nasarany race itself. The
Sons of the Serpent, as they were known, met at the "Three of
Cups," at the establishment of their comrade, Hook. Viper was
a "Son of the Serpent." He was the greatest assassin alive, and
he bore the serpent's mark: a tiny black cobra that slithered from the
creases of his wrist up the underside of his thumb to the knuckle. It was
hard earned and hard won. Only the best were "Serpents"; all others were
eliminated.
Viper scanned the murky room. Amongst the mass of nearly ten score
hunched, swarthy forms, he finally saw his two comrades. Skull sprawled in
a chair; two huge, tawny jackals sat on guard by his feet. Rahad sat proudly
erect, wrapped in his bright red cape. His eyes sparkled blackly with
recognition. Both he and Skull came forward to greet their friend.
Viper bowed as they approached. He could scarcely hide his delight.
"Viper!" Skull cried in an emotion-strained voice. "It is so good to see
you!"
Viper's mask hid his smile, but Skull knew it was there.
"It is good that you have returned now," said Rahad. "Khaudafis is
rich this season."
"Yes-s-s," sibilated Viper, his eyes twinkling with interest. "I seek a
man."
"To speak with or to spit?" asked Rahad.
"To speak. He is Karrakurum ul Khalid. He is offering a contract,"
Viper replied.
"But it's only a small job, sticking a high-born dignitary in his sleep.
No job for you, my friend," Skull said in an amazed tone.
"It is-s-s important." Viper's serious tone touched Rahad.
"Very well, I will take you to the one you seek." Rahad turned to Skull
questioningly.
"I shall stay," Skull answered. "The rooftops were never my favorite
places to stroll. Anyway, who ever heard of a jackal climbing around like a
spider. I shall prepare food and drink for your return."
They all bowed in parting. The two assassins returned to the winding
stairway that led to the roof.
Rahad and Viper stood on the roof (in seconds) looking out over the
"Rat's Den." The sun was just setting, red and gold, like brass, across the
sands and the city. It added beauty to the ancient city of Khaudafis, a beauty it never possessed in the starkness of the mid-day sun. The two brother-
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assassins stood admiring the sight for long minutes, neither wanting to
leave, but the lengthening of their shadows and the cool breeze that blew in
from the northeast reminded them of their task.
Viper leaped over the crest of the "Three of Cups" roof. It made Rahad
gasp to see his friend sail out into space and land gently eight fathoms
below.
Viper amazed Rahad. Gods of pigs, his speed was unnerving! At times
he made Rahad appear to be moving in mud; bogged down and encumbered.
Even now, Rahad could tell Viper was holding back, trying not to get
ahead of him, as they raced across the roof tops.
" We shall.. . have to pass ... into the. .. city to find ... u1 Khalid," said
Rahad, trying not to let his breathlessness show.
"S-S-So be it" was Viper's whispered reply.
When they gained the wall that separated "Rat's Den" from the cityproper, the night had settled on the entire city like a cloak. The two were
now in their element; on their terms.
"There," instructed Rahad as they gained a roof overlooking the
Prefect's mansion. "There is the home of Karrakurum ul Khalid. Do you
wish my assistance to ... "
"No," Viper decussated Rahad's words. "I work alone."
"As you wish, my friend." Viper was gone. Rahad shrugged and turned
to leave.
The guards of the Prefect's mansion were well trained in the arts of
fighting, but not in the art of detection. Viper had no trouble slipping past
them. He stole through the palace noting the richness of its marble floors
and intricate tapestries, its high, vaulted columns and gold furnishings.
Viper wondered how many innocents had died to raise this place from
the dust. How many men worked thanklessly, sealing the stones together
with mortar of blood and sweat.
Karrakurum ul Khalld sat in his suite dropping gold coins, one at a
time, into a coffer and watching each as it glittered in the light of the oil
lamp. He was wealthy. He had more wealth than he could spend in two
lifetimes and yet he wanted more. He wanted more because he could
remember having none, working as a camel driver many years ago. It had
been hard work. The rewards were small, but now as he thought of it they
seemed richer in spirit if lacking in worth.
"Gods, where has time gone," he murmured, watching the last coin fall
into the box. He sat, melancholy, with his hands lying in his lap, his mouth
slack. Lost deep in reminiscing.
His fine sense of business had directed him into this position. It paid
well, and he paid well to get it. Now his position was endangered by
Emissary Dana Sahr. Karrakurum had never been a particularly corrupt
person, but for this post he would kill. Perhaps it was his sense of business
or perhaps the near presence of death that made him detect Viper. He did
not question what. He merely bunched his legs and launched himself for his
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scimitar.
Viper dropped to one knee and produced the finger-long throwing
blades and launched two at the Prefect. Karrakurum heard the deathwhistle coming; his sword was less than three paces away now. He
wondered if he would survive the assassin's first assult to try and defend
himself against a second one.
The small, spinning blades whirled past the Prefect's eyes as he reached
up to snatch his scimitar from its place on the wall. The blades pierced his
sleeve on either side and transfixed his arm to the wall a hair's breadth
from the sword.
The Prefect cried out in terror. His eyes were pools of madness and horror as he turned to face Viper.
"Calm yours-s-self; 1 am for hire," Viper said.
"For hire?" the Prefect cried. Then the light of realization passed over
him, and he sank against the wall.
"You nearly scared the water out of me, lad," Karrakurum said, finally
dislodging the two throwing blades from his sleeve and wall. He looked at
them in his hand and shuddered. "Nasty things," he muttered.
He looked at Viper, trying to size him up, but the shadows were heavy
in the room, and the assassin seemed to blend well into them.
"Why didn't you just make an appointment with me," he said, trying
to act collected and calm.
"Would your guards have allowed me to jus-s-st walk right in here and
s-s-see you?"
"Very well then... 1 see. Well, no harm's done now anyway. Let's move
on to the business at hand, shall we?"
Viper nodded as ul Khalid waddled over to a small serving table and
took a long draught from a bejeweled goblet.
" Now," he said, the wine still on his lips. "You will bring me the head of
Emissary Dana Sahr, the head only, and 1 will pay you forty pounds in gold
and forty in silver." Karrakurum waited for a reply. None came.
Viper looked at the man and hated him. He fought to control himself, to
keep from killing the Prefect. He wanted to. Before him stood the man who
had shattered his young life and doomed his adult life. One unsteady sword
stroke from this aging lout had caused Shankar Bin Shabal to die and Viper
to rise from his ashes.
How easy it would be to kill him, thought Viper, his ears burned, his
teeth clenched. Death would be too quick, too easy for the Prefect; too mercifuL
"Well, how are those terms, killer?" ul Khalid insisted.
"F-F-Fine," he hissed malevolently.
.
Karrakurum shivered and backed away a little.
"If... you return before... sunrise," Karrakurum began, trying to conquer this new fear, "I will double the amount of silver."
Viper nodded solemnly and turned, leaving the room through the open
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window.
Karrakurum ul Khalid sank heavily to the floor, clutching his heart,
feeling more appreciative of life. There was no doubt in his mind the mission
would be accomplished.
Viper stood quietly on the balcony of the apartment of Emissary Dana
Sahr. He knew well the Emissary's office and apartment. He had made his
first professional kill here nearly a score of seasons ago. He had killed the
Emissary Mashaki alh Benzar while he shaved. The kill had been unusually
clean for a first kill. Viper thought it was just luck.
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W ,ound, withln the room. To a nonna! pe"
son, it would have seemed utterly silent, but to Viper's trained senses, he could hear very distinct sounds. The room was
occupied by one person, though the strong scent of a woman
was fresh from within. Perhaps his wife or lover had just left.
This did not concern Viper. What concerned him was to take
the Emissary's head back to Karrakurum to taunt him with before he killed
him.
It is too easy, thought Viper, as he neared the bed where the huddled
figure slept peacefully unaware of the approach of death's steel grip.
He stood over the bed trying to decide what kind of person this Dana
Sahr was. Viper could tell he was a slight man; short and thin. That was
about all he could surmise of the covered figure. The darksome killer drew
his sword carefully from its scabbard. His blade shimmered dull black in
the twilight of the apartment; it raised and poised.
Viper was going to go for a clean decapitation; one stroke.
As the blade began the descent, the Emissary tossed in his sleep,
throwing back the coverlets and revealing a beautiful golden-haired
woman!
Viper's panic would have to wait as he fought to turn his blade.
The blade passed by her throat, ruffling the hair that had fallen there,
to clank soundly into the heavy wooden bedboard.
Viper leaned heavily on his sword. He gasped, and his whole body
shook nervously. He could feel sweat trickle down his back, between his
shoulder blades.
He had never killed a woman in his long career. He had nothing against
them. Deep in his heart, he held a hostile respect for females. One which he
never had for men. Men tried to kill him; a man had shattered his life and
destroyed his face. He hated men.
Suddenly the woman sprang erect, brandishing a silver dagger which
she buried to the hilt in Viper's side.
He gasped and reeled back, clutching the quivering hilt, and looked at
her with pain-filled eyes.
She put her hand over her mouth as she saw the anguish in his eyes.
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She watched in horror as Viper began slowly drawing a bloodied dagger .
from between his ribs. He tossed it aside and held his hand over the spurting wound.
~~~to~to~~~~~.~~~~~

manner of dress, his sword embedded deep in her headboard. She knew why
he was there.
"You had better leave," she said, drawing herself up from her bed and
working her way subtly to the door. "I will call for my guards if you don't
go immediately."
"Quiet!" Viper hissed violently, not covering his throat. He fought
desperately against the pain. It would be so easy to succumb to it; to fall on
the floor and sleep the final sleep. No! He would let his hate sustain ~. He
straightened and forced the pain from his mind.
.
Dana watched his eyes. The pain was replaced by a cold malevolence. It
frightened her. She had never seen such a degree of anger. Viper's eyes appeared dead; one black, one white. Viper's head flickered up and he pressed
the side of his throat.
"I give you a precious gif-f-ft, Dana Sahr. I give you your life." Viper
paused, looking at her searching eyes. Finding nothing, he turned and leapt
through the window.
ana gave a sharp cry. She was sure he had jumped to his
death. She ran to the window and onto the balcony. He
wasn't there, nor was he in the street below. The only traces
that he had even been there at all were the puddles of blood
on her floor, the bloodied knife, and his sword imbedded in
the headboard of her bed.
"The sword!" she cried. Running back to her bed, it was there, glittering blackly. She worked feverishly and finally managed to dislodge it.
It was odd in construction: too wide for its length, too curved. Not like
any native swords. The blade was of unpolished black steel which almost
seemed to glow in the half-dark of her chamber. Its hilt was obscene in
nature, the carvings depicting an orgy of foul demons. She took one of her
silk robes and wrapped the sword in it.
"He has done me a favor by sparing my life. I shall return this by some
day returning to ~ his sword."
She knelt and placed the bundle under her bed. She would not report
the incident.

[Q]

Viper moved across the roof-tops of Khaudafis with grilP determination
burning in his soul. Ul Khalid will die horribly, he thought. He had
mastered his pain and the wound was no longer bleeding.
When he came to ul KhaUd's window, he stayed there watching. The
Prefect was pacing back and forth smiling to ~self within his room,
thinking he was safe.
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Viper entered the room, drawing a dagger from each boot. Tears were
welling in his eyes. Sweet revenge was so close. His voice was strained with
emotion as he addressed ul Khalid: "I have returned, Prefect."
Again the Prefect was startled.
"Curses on you and your whole lot ... stop doing that!"
he shouted violently, stamping his foot. "Where is Dana's head?" he
demanded.
"S-S-Still on her shoulders-s-s," was Viper's reply.
"You did kill her, didn't you?"
"Yes-s-s," Viper lied.
"Well, then I suppose I'll have to believe you. After all," Khalid laughed. "It is your business."
Viper watched the man as the Prefect fluttered about the room trying
not to appear nervous.
"You know by not bringing in that head, you lose the bonus? Very well,
just so you know."
Ul Khalid crossed to the coffer and took out a bag of coins.
"I don't want the money," Viper said quietly, trying not to choke on his
emotions.
"What!?"
"I do not want the money."
"Then what do you want?" ul Khalid asked, eyeing him suspiciously.
"An answer, to a question."
Simple enough, thought ul Khalid. "What is your question?"
"Do you remember me?"
"Know you?" ul Khalid asked. "Of course I don't know you."
"I think perhaps-s-s you do," Viper insisted. His grip on the two daggers was vice-like.
Ul Khalid studied him. The edge of fear began to creep up on him as he
regarded Viper's eyes. One black, one white. How odd.
"Perhaps if I saw your face ... " ul Khalid began, then regretted the
words ever left his mouth.
"Yes-s-s," Viper answered. His smile was ugly. "Perhaps that would
bring it back to you." He grabbed the mask firmly and tugged it from his
face. "Now do you know?" Viper spat.
"No! No!" ul Khalid clutched at his chest frantically.
The scar was hideous! Its red, angry line ran from his hair-line to his
clavicle through his right eye. It seemed to pulsate. While beneath his jaw
gaped a hole that expanded and contracted with Viper's now rapid breath.
"Perhaps-s-s you need to see more to remember!" He reached over and
spilled a large oil lamp opto the floor. The flames quickly sought out the
rich tapestries and rugs.
Soon the two were surrounded by flames.
"Does thi-s-s-s help your memory, Karrakurum ul Khalid? Do you need
more?"
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